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Abstract
We introduce a structure-aware parallel technique for contextbounded analysis of concurrent programs. The key intuition
consists in decomposing the set of concurrent traces into
symbolic subsets that are separately explored by multiple
instances of the same decision procedure running in parallel.
The decision procedures work on different partitions of the
search space without cooperating, whence distribution follows effortlessly. Our experiments on a selection of complex
multi-threaded programs show significant analysis speedups
and scalability, and greater performance gains than with
general-purpose parallel solvers.
CCS Concepts • Software and its engineering → Software verification; Automated static analysis.
Keywords Concurrency, Multithreading, Sequentialization,
Software Verification, Parallel Analysis, Bounded Model Checking, SAT
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Introduction

Concurrent programming is notoriously complex due to process interleaving leading to subtle undesirable situations that
can be difficult to anticipate, even more so when sophisticated data-sharing mechanisms are adopted to increase the
level of parallelism. For instance, techniques such as lockfree programming can effectively take advantage of modern
computer architectures, but are particularly prone to errors.
In fact, scalable techniques for automated software verification to assist programmers in such a cumbersome job are
increasingly in demand.
Bounded model checking (BMC) reduces under-approximate reachability to propositional satisfiability (SAT) or
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generalisations thereof (SMT), successfully exploiting the
outstanding performance gains of modern solvers [11]. BMC
has been proved effective for the analysis of complex realworld sequential programs, as witnessed by the availability of
several mature academic and commercial tools [16, 17, 22, 30]
as well as recent competitions on software verification [6–8].
Sequentialization can seamlessly extend BMC to handle
concurrent programs by transforming the initial program
under analysis into a sequential one that preserves all the
feasible execution traces up to some given bound. Most notably, it has been shown that combining tailored lazy sequentialization [28] with SAT-based BMC [16, 20] can be
exceptionally effective for the analysis of complex multithreaded programs that are out of reach for several other
mature techniques [13, 28, 44, 45, 52].
However, BMC is limited by the inherent lack of parallelism of the underlying decision procedure [33], which prevents taking full advantage of modern multi-core hardware,
or of the computational power of large clusters.
In this paper, we address this issue by introducing a parallelisation technique for bounded model checking of multithreaded programs. The key intuition of our technique consists in decomposing the set of execution traces of the concurrent program under consideration into symbolic subsets
that are separately explored by multiple instances of the very
same decision procedure running in parallel.
Technically, we obtain different simple variations of the
propositional formula initially generated by the bounded
model checker for non-parallel analysis. By construction,
satisfiability of any of the obtained formulae will indicate
the presence of a bug in the program; unsatisfiability of all of
them will prove the absence of bugs within the given bounds.
We can thus spawn a separate solver for each formula, terminating the overall procedure as soon as one of the solvers
finds a satisfiable assignment, or once all of them have run to
completion. Since the solvers do not cooperate but only communicate upon termination, the technique naturally lends
itself to distribution.
To evaluate the efficacy of our technique, we build a prototype tool and experiment with it on a selection of multithreaded programs that are known in the literature for being
particularly hard to analyse [13, 14, 25, 36, 38–40, 43, 51, 53].
The experimental results show that our technique can effectively distribute the overall computational load among
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multiple units, achieving significant analysis speedups and
scalability. The relatively simple structure-aware partitioning of the search space turns out to be quite effective, especially on the most complex programs for larger bounds,
and for both reachable and unreachable bugs within the
bounds. This positive trend seems to be further improved
by distribution. Our technique outperforms general-purpose
state-of-the-art parallel solvers.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows. Section 2
presents some preliminary concepts and definitions used in
the rest of the paper. Section 3 describes our parallelisation
schema. An experimental evaluation of our approach is presented in Section 4. Related work is discussed in Section 5.
Final remarks and possible directions for future work are
reported in Section 6.

2

Preliminaries

In this section, we review the basic concepts and the terminology used in the rest of the paper. For further details,
we refer the reader to the references within the appropriate
section.
2.1

Non-deterministic Multi-threaded Programs

A shared-memory multi-threaded program is composed of
multiple threads of computation interacting via the shared
memory. Besides local computations and operations on the
shared memory, threads can perform concurrency-specific
operations such as dynamic thread creation, join, synchronisation via locks or conditional variables, and so on.
For simplicity, in this paper we assume sequential consistency and atomicity of statements. In the presence of weaker
consistency models, it is possible to capture the finer-grained
thread interactions by means of appropriate program transformations, so that reasoning on the initial program under
weaker consistency soundly reduces to reasoning on the
transformed counterpart under sequential consistency [4].
As for atomicity of statements, it is always possible to rewrite
a non-atomic statement as a sequence of atomic statements,
each involving one shared variable at most [37].
The execution model of a multi-threaded program can
intuitively be described as follows. At any given time during
the execution of the program, only the active thread can
perform computations. New threads can be spawned from
any active thread, and added to the pool of inactive threads.
At a context switch the currently active thread is suspended
and becomes inactive, and one of the inactive threads is
resumed and becomes the new active thread. When a thread
becomes active for the first time its execution starts from
the beginning, otherwise it continues from where the thread
was last suspended. We refer to this mechanism as the thread
scheduling.
In the following, we describe the syntax and semantics
of C-like multi-threaded programs. For a comprehensive
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description of the execution model for shared-memory concurrent programs in the C language, along with the programming interface and ancillary data structures, we refer the
reader to the POSIX-thread specifications [29].
Syntax. The syntax of multi-threaded programs is defined
by the grammar shown in Figure 1. Terminal symbols are
set in typewriter font. Notation ∐︀n t̃︀∗ represents a possibly
empty list of non-terminals n that are separated by terminals
t; x denotes a local variable, y a shared variable, m a mutex,
t a thread identifier and p a procedure name. All variables
involved in a sequential statement are local. Expressions e
can be local variables, integer constants, and can be combined
using mathematical operators. Boolean expressions b can be
true or false, or Boolean variables, and can be combined
using the usual Boolean operations.
A multi-threaded program consists of a list of global variable declarations (i.e., shared variables), followed by a list of
procedures. Each procedure has a list of zero or more typed
parameters, and its body has a declaration of local variables
followed by a statement. A statement is either a sequential or
a concurrent statement, or a sequence of statements enclosed
in braces.
A sequential statement can be an assume or assert, an
assignment, a call to a procedure that takes multiple parameters (with an implicit call-by-reference parameter passing
semantics), a return-statement, a conditional statement, a
while-loop, a labelled sequential statement, or a jump to a
label. Local variables are considered uninitialised right after
their declaration, therefore they can non-deterministically
assume any value allowed by their type. We also use the
symbol * to explicitly denote the non-deterministic choice
of any possible value of the corresponding type. We use the
term non-deterministic variable to refer to such variables.
A concurrent statement, also known as visible statement,
can be an assignment from a local to a shared variable (or
the other way around), a call to a thread routine, or a labelled concurrent statement. Unlike local variables, global
variables are always assumed to be initialised to a default
value. For simplicity, we assume that the default value is
always 0 regardless of the type of the variable. A thread
creation statement t = create(p, e 1 , . . . , en ) spawns a new
thread from procedure p with expressions e 1 , . . . , en as arguments. A thread join statement, join(t), pauses the current
thread until the thread identified by t terminates its execution. Lock and unlock statements respectively acquire and
release a mutex. The lock operation is blocking.
In the rest of the paper, we focus on multi-threaded programs in a C-like syntax under the POSIX-thread execution
model. We assume the existence of a main procedure, which
represents the only existing thread at the beginning of the
execution, namely the main thread of the program.
Semantics. A thread configuration for a given thread of a
multi-threaded program is a triple ∐︀locals,pc, stack̃︀, where
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prog ::= (dec;)∗ (type p (∐︀dec,̃︀∗ ) {(dec;)∗ stmt})∗
dec ::= type z
type ::= bool ⋃︀ int ⋃︀ void
stmt ::= seq; ⋃︀ conc; ⋃︀ {stmt + }
seq ::= assume(b) ⋃︀ assert(b) ⋃︀ x = e ⋃︀ x = ∗ ⋃︀ p(∐︀e,̃︀∗ ) ⋃︀
return e⋃︀ if(b) stmt else stmt ⋃︀ while(b) stmt ⋃︀
l ∶ seq ⋃︀ goto l
conc ::= x = y ⋃︀ y = x ⋃︀ t = create(p, ∐︀e,̃︀∗ ) ⋃︀ join(t )⋃︀
init(m) ⋃︀ lock(m) ⋃︀ unlock(m) ⋃︀ destroy(m) ⋃︀
l ∶ conc

Figure 1. Syntax of multi-threaded programs

locals is a valuation of the local variables of the thread, pc is
the program counter that tracks the statement currently being
executed, and stack models procedure calls by storing or
retrieving the program counter of the caller and the current
valuation of its local variables. Any other statement follows
the usual C-like semantics.
A multi-threaded program
configuration c, assuming
int i,j;
n threads with identifiers
void t1() {
{i 1 , . . . , i n }, is a tuple of the
for (int k=0; k<N; k++)
i = i+j;
form ∐︀sh, en, thi 1 , . . . , thi n ̃︀, in
}
which sh is a valuation of
void t2() {
the shared variables, en ∈
for (int k=0; k<N; k++)
{i 1 , . . . , i n } is the identifier
j = j+i;
}
of the active thread, and thi j
is the configuration of the
void main() {
int tid1, tid2;
thread i j . In the initial configint max;
uration c, sh contains the dei = j = 1;
fault evaluation of the shared
variables, n = i 1 = 1, and th 1
tid1 = create(t1);
tid2 = create(t2);
is the initial configuration of
the main thread.
join(tid1);
join(tid2);
A transition of a multithreaded program P corremax = fib(2*N+2);
sponds to the execution of
assert(j<max);
a statement by the active
assert(i<max);
}
thread that moves the program from one configuration
to another. If the statement
Figure 2. Fibonacci
being executed is sequential,
only the configuration then
of the active thread is updated. In particular, an assumestatement will not allow any further transitions from that
thread if its condition does not hold. In contrast, the execution of an assert-statement on a condition that does not
hold, will cause the whole program to terminate immediately.
In this case the program is said to be unsafe, or to contain a
an reachable assertion violation.
A thread creation operation adds to the configuration of
the program a new thread configuration thn+1 with a fresh
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identifier. A thread join operation on a thread identifier t
will not allow any further transition for the invoking thread
until the thread identified by t terminates its execution. We
omit the description of lock and unlock operations as they
are not required in this paper. Upon termination, a thread is
removed from the pool of threads for the program. The next
active thread is then non-deterministically selected from the
pool of available threads in c ′ .
Example. The program of Figure 2 calculates Fibonacci numbers using concurrent computations over two shared variables
i and j. The main thread creates threads t1 and t2, waits until
they both run to completion, and finally checks the property of
interest expressed in the last two statements in the form of an
assertion. The two threads t1 and t2 repeatedly increment the
shared variables i and j by j and i, respectively. We assume
a correct implementation for function fib.
This program is unsafe as there exists an execution, starting with the main thread, then continuing with alternating
execution contexts of t1 and t2, context-switching right after
each assignment every time, leading to violating either of the
two assertions at the end of the main thread. More concretely,
let us suppose N=3. Assume that the main thread is preempted
immediately after spawning t1 and t2, then t1 is scheduled,
followed by t2, then again t1, and so on. During this alternation, variables i and j take on the consecutive values from
the Fibonacci series. Eventually both t1 and t2 terminate and
i=fib(7)=21. At that point the main thread is resumed, and
the second assertion fails. Symmetrically, if t2 is scheduled
right after the main, j=fib(7)=21. Any other schedule will
lead to smaller values for i and j, thus cannot violate either
of the assertions.
2.2

SAT-based BMC of Concurrent Programs
via Sequentialization

Lazy sequentialization [28] takes as input a multi-threaded
program P and two parameters u and r , corresponding respectively to the loop unwinding bound and the round bound,
i.e., the number of round-robin schedules. It returns as output a sequential program Qu,r that preserves all the possible
executions of P up to the given bounds. The output program
Qu,r is obtained by applying a sequence of two program
transformation passes, namely program unfolding and sequentialization.
Program unfolding consists in unwinding all the loops and
inlining all the function calls in the program except those
functions used for spawning threads. Recursive functions are
inlined up to the unwinding bound. This process produces an
intermediate bounded program Pu whose transition relation
is the unfolded version of the initial program.
In practice, Pu preserves all the feasible behaviours of the
initial program P up to u iterations of any cycle therein, and
can spawn at most t threads. The number t of activations for
each function is bounded because Pu is unfolded. Pu therefore
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consists of a set of declaration statements for shared variables
and t+1 function definitions: one for the main function plus
t definitions for the functions used to spawn a thread, i.e.,
the thread functions.
The sequentialization
pass consists in trans#include "lazycseq.h"
#define J(A,B)
forming Pu into a seif(pc[t]>A | A>=cs’)
quential program Qu,r
goto B
that simulates all the exbool active[T] = {1,0,0};
ecutions of Pu within r
int pc[T] = {0,0,0};
int size[T] = {5,3,3};
round-robin schedules.
int r, t, cs;
Each thread function in
int i,j;
Pu is transformed into a
thread simulation funcvoid f1 () {
0: J(0,1); i = i+j;
tion in Qu,r . All calls
1: J(1,2); i = i+j;
to concurrency-specific
2: J(2,3); i = i+j;
}
routines (e.g., to create a thread or lock
void f2 () {
...
a mutex) are replaced
}
by calls to functions
void f0 () {
that simulate them. The
static int tid1, tid2;
main function of Pu is
static int max;
treated as a thread funcstatic i = j = 1;
tion and thus translated
0: J(0,1); tid1 = create(f1 );
into a thread simula1: J(1,2); tid1 = create(f2 );
tion function as well.
2: J(2,3); join(tid1);
The new main function
3: J(3,4); join(tid2);
of Qu,r simulates the
max = fib(2*N+2);
thread scheduler, invoking for each round the
4: J(4,5); assert(j<max);
assert(i<max);
thread simulation func}
tions in a fixed order.
main() {
The simulation funcint cs[R][T] = *;
tions can non-determinifor (r=0; r<R; r++) {
stically exit at any visfor (t=0; t<T; t++) {
ible statement to simif (active[t]) {
assume(cs[r][t] ≥ pc[t]);
ulate a context switch,
assume(cs[r][t] ≤ size[t]);
but maintaining the procs’ = cs[r][t];
gram location of the
ft ();
simulated context-switch
pc[t] = cs[r][t];
}
point, so that the com}
putation can correctly
}
}
be resumed at the next
round.
On resuming a thread,
Figure 3. Seq’d Fibonacci
the control jumps back
to the location stored as
above, then executes, again, a non-deterministically selected
number of statements. The local variables of the thread simulation functions are persistent across function calls, so that
there is no need to recompute them. This suspend-resume
mechanism based on jumps is possible because Pu is bounded,
and so it is possible to associate unique labels to the statements of every function from which a thread is spawned.
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The sequentialized program Qu,r consists of a static portion of code that simulates the concurrency-specific routines,
a thread simulation function for each thread in Pu , and a
new main function parameterised in t and r that simulates
the thread scheduler.
Embedding the scheduler within the sequentialized program can be particularly convenient. In particular, the scheduling policy can be altered in such a way as to control the set
of program behaviours of interest at a finer grain, for example by lifting the round-robin assumption on the schedules.
Later in this paper, we indeed take advantage of this feature
to implement our parallelisation approach.
Example. The sequentialized version of program Fibonacci
from Fig. 2 is shown in Fig. 3. The 3-unfolding is simplified for
the sake of conciseness. R, T, and cs’ correspond to the round
bound, the number of threads, and to the next context-switch
point, respectively.
The differences from the original (unfolded) program are
greyed out. The listing is divided into three sections. The transformed program is shown in the middle. The ancillary code and
the scheduler to simulate context switching are respectively at
the beginning and at the end of the listing.
2.3

SAT-based BMC of Sequential Programs

Bounded model checking (BMC) is a symbolic technique for
under-approximate analysis of sequential programs [10, 11].
SAT-based BMC [16] is an efficient mechanised reduction
from bounded reachability to propositional satisfiability.
Typically, the bound u is on the program unwinding. An
initial procedure enforces the bound by transforming the
input program P into a bounded program Pu by unwinding all
loops and inlining all function calls. The bounded program is
then converted into a simplified intermediate representation
where there are no function calls, all jumps are forward, and
each variable is assigned at most once. The intermediate
representation of the bounded program is in turn compiled
into a logical expression, known as verification condition, by
encoding one instruction at a time as a separate conjunct.
A procedure known as bit-blasting, parameterised on the
target system architecture, transforms the logical expression into a propositional formula by exploding the variables
of the program into as many propositional variables as required to achieve bit-precise representation of the data (e.g.,
introducing 32 bits to represent an integer on a 32-bit architecture), and encoding bit-level arithmetics similarly to
hardware circuits.
The propositional formula produced by the process described above is satisfiable if and only if there exists a feasible
execution of the program where a property is violated within
at most u iterations of any loop. The formula is then converted into an equisatisfiable CNF formula that can be analysed by a SAT solver. Eventually, any satisfying assignment
of variables of the propositional formula returned by the
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solver can be converted into an error trace, i.e., a sequence of
transitions to follow in the input program leading to an error
state. In the absence of detected errors, the bound represents
a direct measure of the guarantee of correctness.
2.4

DPLL-style SAT

A propositional decision procedure takes as input a given
formula ϕ and returns as output any satisfiable assignment
of the variables of ϕ, otherwise . We assume that ϕ is in
CNF format:
ϕ ≜ ⋀ (li 1 ∨ ⋯ ∨ li ⋃︀ci ⋃︀ )
i

where c i = (li 1 ∨ ⋯ ∨ li ⋃︀ci ⋃︀ ) is i-th clause of ϕ, and ⋃︀c i ⋃︀ is the
size of the clause, i.e., the number of literals in it.
A basic DPLL-style procedure consists in repeatedly applying two main steps, i.e., decision and propagation, backtracking when necessary [18, 19]. The decision step chooses
an unassigned variable and assigns it a value. The propagation step propagates the implications of the decision on the
chosen variable and its value according to the following two
simple rules.
If a clause is a unit clause, i.e., it contains only a single
unassigned literal, then only one possible value of that literal
can make the clause true. This prunes an otherwise exhaustive search space by avoiding unnecessary decisions. At the
same time, pure literals that occur only with one polarity
can be set to the only value that satisfies every clause containing them. These clauses can then be removed from the
formula, as they no longer constrain the search. Both the
above rules may be applied repeatedly, excluding large parts
of the search space.
When propagation generates conflicts, the decisions
are backtracked. The idea
is to flip one of the decisions variables that was
depth
i
previously assigned but not
depth
flipped, mark it as flipped,
i +k
and then re-apply propagadepth
tion. To increase efficiency
i +k +1
modern solvers implement
conflict-driven clause learning (CDCL), based on differFigure 4. Decision graph
ent refinements of the basic
backtracking algorithm, such
as backjumping or clause learning, so to invalidate multiple
decisions at once rather than just one. The formula is unsatisfiable when backtracking is no longer possible. The formula
is unsatisfiable when there are no unassigned variables. We
refer the interested reader to [34] for further readings on
propositional satisfiability.
Visualising SAT. A simple visualisation technique for the
propositional satisfiability checking procedure described in this
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section is shown in Figure 4 [49]. The solver starts the search
from the initial state (the round node) by iteratively choosing a
variable and assigning it a value. Every choice generates a new
node, increasing the depth by one. A conflict generated by the
choice made at depth i +k triggers backjumping at level i +k +1,
invalidating all the chain of decisions starting from depth i.
The search is then resumed from depth i − 1, where a different
variable is chosen, and so on. The temporal order of the choices
corresponding to child nodes with a common root follows a
left-to-right convention. Concrete examples of propositional
decision graphs (simplified by removing backjump edges) are
shown in Figure 6.

3

Parallelisation Approach

The key intuition of our technique consists in decomposing the set of execution traces of a concurrent program into
symbolic subsets. By exploring each such subset in isolation,
the overall set of execution traces can be analysed in parallel. Before going further into the technical details, we first
introduce the necessary definitions and notation.
3.1

Concurrent Execution Traces

Let P be a multi-threaded program (Sect. 2.1) and let us denote a transition for the active thread identified by j between
a configuration c to a configuration c ′ by
c → c′.
j

(transition)

P

In the rest of the section, we will sometimes use a placeholder
(○) when a specific identifier for a configuration is not relevant. We can define the transition relation of P by combining
the individual transitions of its threads (transition):
j

→ = ⋃○→ ○ .
P

(tr relation)

P

j

A trace or execution trace of P is any sequence of transitions over (tr relation) connecting two configurations:
c ↠ c′ = c → ○ ⋯ ○ → c′.
P

P

P

(trace)

If c is the initial configuration of the program, the trace is
said feasible and c ′ is called a reachable configuration of P. If
c is not an initial configuration of the program, the execution
is an execution fragment.
An execution context or context for a thread t is an execution fragment where only transitions within the same thread
take place:
c ↠ c′ = c → ○ ⋯ ○ → c′.
t

t

t

P

P

P

(context)

A k-context bounded execution is an execution that can be
obtained by concatenating at most k contexts of a multithreaded program:
t1

tk

○ ↠ ○ ⋯ ○ ↠○
P

P

(k-cb exec)
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where the sequence of thread identifiers t 1 , . . . , tk is the
schedule of the execution. If t 1 , . . . , tk is a subsequence of
a fixed schedule ρ = s 1 , . . . , sn , the execution is called a
round-robin execution, or round for short, with respect to
ρ. A execution is k-round-bounded if it can be obtained by
concatenating at most k rounds w.r.t. the same fixed schedule
ρ. For instance, the execution
s1

s2

sn

s i ≠n

P

P

○ ↠ ○ ↠ ○⋯○ ↠ ○ ↠ ○
P

P

(k-rb exec)

has a round bound of 2, with the first n contexts spanning
one round and the last context taking just one more round.
The context bound for this execution is n+1.
3.2

Symbolic Partitioning of the Interleavings

Here we formally define the partitioning of the execution
traces for a given concurrent program.
Let us consider a simple two-thread program, and suppose
that one is interested in analysing all its possible executions
up to one execution context. We can split the overall set
of traces of the program in two subsets, collecting in the
first subset all the execution traces whose schedule starts
with the first thread, and the remaining traces in the other
subset. By exploring each subset separately, the analysis can
be performed in parallel using two computational units.
In the general case of a program P with n threads and
m execution contexts, let us assume for the moment that
all threads have been created beforehand and any of them
can be scheduled from the initial configuration of P. Having
denoted the set of threads of P with T = {t 1 , . . . , tn }, the
overall set of execution traces for n threads and within m
contexts will then be captured by the following family of
symbolic context-bounded executions:
t 11

t 1m

P
t 21

P
t 2m

P

P

c0 ↠ ○ ⋯ ○ ↠ ○
c0 ↠ ○ ⋯ ○ ↠ ○

(symbolic cb exec)

⋯
tn1

t nm

P

P

or T ′′ rather than to the whole T . In practice, the first scheduled thread is always the same in any possible execution (see
Sect. 2.1), therefore it makes more sense to partition after
the first execution context. Following this observation, up to
2m−1 partitions of the execution traces can be generated for
a given program.
3.3

Parallel Bounded Model Checking Workflow

To illustrate how the parallelisation can be put in place, let
us first shortly recap the existing workflow for non-parallel
bounded model checking of concurrent programs.
Initially, the concurrent program of interest P is transformed into a sequential program Qu,r equivalent to P up
to a given program flattening depth u, and a given number r of round-robin schedules (Sect. 2.2). Bounded model
checking is then performed by encoding Qu,r into a propositional formula ϕ that is satisfiable if and only if there is
a reachable error in Qu,r , and thus in P, within the given
bounds (Sect. 2.3). A propositional decision procedure checks
whether ϕ is satisfiable, returning a satisfiable assignment
for the variables of ϕ, in case ϕ is satisfiable (Sect. 2.4). If
so, the satisfiable variable assignment is converted into an
error trace for Qu,k , and finally mapped back to the initial
program P.
Our parallel analysis flow is similar. The main difference
is that from the sequentialized program we generate multiple propositional sub-formulae rather than a single formula.
Intuitively, each sub-formula will correspond to a different
symbolic partition of the execution traces of the program
(Sect. 3.2), and can be checked for satisfiability independently
from the others. Therefore, satisfiability of any sub-formula
will indicate a reachable bug in the program; unsatisfiability
of all the sub-formulae will indicate the absence of reachable
bugs within the given bounds.
Parallelisation also requires a few more slight alterations.
In particular, we turn the initial round-bounded sequentialization schema into a context-bounded one, and alter the initialisation phase of the propositional solver. All the changes
are discussed in detail in the rest of this section.

c0 ↠ ○ ⋯ ○ ↠ ○
where c 0 represents the initial state of the program, ti 1 = ti ,
and ti j ∈ T (for j ≠ 1) indicates the possible thread identifiers for the i-th expression above. Note that, since ti j is not
fixed, each of the above expressions will combinatorially
expand into different context-bounded executions as defined
in Section 3.1 by (k-cb exec).
Now let T ′ and T ′′ be two partitions of T containing odd
and even thread identifiers. Then, the overall set of m-context
executions of P can be partitioned by separating the expressions defined by (symbolic cb exec) into two parts, based
on whether the first scheduled thread (ti 1 for the symbolic
schedule i) belongs to T ′ or T ′′ . Splitting further ahead in the
context can be done by restricting ti j to belong either to T ′

Changes to the Sequentialization Schema. We now show
how to map the expressions (symbolic cb exec) into formulae
obtained from ϕ that can be analysed in parallel. To that end,
we need to introduce a few changes to the lazy sequentialization schema [28].
In the original lazy schema, the sequentialized program
simulates an execution context for a given thread of the initial program by executing all the statements between two
context-switch points in that thread (see Sect. 2.2). Specifically, we recall that Qu,r (see Fig. 3) simulates the execution context for thread t at round r by executing all the
statements between pc[t] (i.e., the point where thread t
was last pre-empted, initially set to the first statement of
the thread) and the context-switch point cs[r][t]. Note
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that the context-switch points are guessed up front via nondeterministic assignments, which allows to model any feasible interleaving up to the given number of round-robin
schedules.
This schema cannot directly capture context-bounded executions as defined in Section 3.2 by (symbolic cb exec), because the scheduler assigns to each execution context a fixed
thread identifier. To explicitly simulate single execution contexts rather than full rounds, we replace the scheduler with
a context-bounded one (see Fig. 5). The new scheduler uses
separate non-deterministic variables to symbolically represent not only the individual context-switch points (as in the
old scheduler), but also the identifiers of the threads scheduled at each execution context (which in the old scheduler
were fully deterministic instead), represented by the arrays
cs and tid, respectively.
The revised sequentialization yields a
main() {
program Qu,k , where
// Context-switch point
// and scheduled thread
k is the context bound,
// at each execution context
and the identifiers
int cs[C] = *;
int tid[C] = *;
of the scheduled threads
at each execution con// Simulate context c
// thread tid[c]
text are modelled by
for (c=0; c<C; c++) {
a non-deterministic
t = tid[c];
vector tid, whose
// Execute thread tid[c] from
elements correspond
// the last pre-emption point
// to the new one
to the different ti j
if (act[t]) {
of expression (symassume(cs[c] ≥ pc[tid[c]]);
assume(cs[c] ≤ size[tid[c]]);
bolic cb exec) defined
in Section 3.2, excs’ = cs[c];
ftid[c] ();
cept that in Qu,k the
pc[tid[c]] = cs[c];
first scheduled thread
}
}
is always the main
}
thread t 0 (we recall
that, as observed at
the end of Sect. 3.2,
Figure 5. Context bounding
the partitioning should
take place from the
second execution context on). It is worth to observe that
the changes to the sequentialization schema only affect the
scheduler; the rest of the program transformation is substantially unaffected.

Changes to the Bounded Model Checker. Due to bit-blasting
(Sect. 2.3), each non-deterministic element of tid in Qu,k
will correspond to a certain number of propositional variables of ϕ. For each execution context except the first and
up to k, we can then append to ϕ an appropriate conjunct
to restrict the propositional variable representing the least
significant bit of the corresponding element of tid, achieving the partitioning of (symbolic cb exec) as wished for. In
particular, restricting the least significant digit of tid[1] to
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be either 0 or 1 (observing that tid[0] is fixed) would split
the search space in two.
In general, for m execution contexts, up to 2m−1 partitions
can be induced by the following sub-formulae:
ϕ 1 ≜ ϕ ∧ a 1 ∧ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ∧ am−1
ϕ 2 ≜ ϕ ∧ a 1 ∧ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ∧ am−1
⋯

(sf )

ϕ 2m−1 ≜ ϕ ∧ a 1 ∧ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ∧ am−1 .
The actual number of partitions can be adjusted (in powers
of two) by progressively removing assumptions. To clarify,
the overall set of traces for 6 execution contexts can be partitioned into 32 sets by introducing 16 pairs of assumptions.
Removing the last two pairs of assumptions am−1 , am−1 , am−2 ,
and am−2 would yield 8 sets instead. An alternative partitioning into four smaller sub-partitions of 8 sets each could
be obtained by grouping the 32 partitions obtained in the
beginning according to the four different combinations of
values of a 1 and a 2 . This is useful for distribution.
By construction, the set of satisfiable assignments of each
ϕ i is always a subset of those for ϕ, whence satisfiability
of the former will imply satisfiability of the latter. Satisfiability of ϕ can be thus checked by considering each ϕ i in
isolation, terminating the overall procedure as soon as a
satisfiable assignment is found, or once all the individual decision procedures have run to completion without satisfiable
assignments.
We need to alter the bounded model checker and the
built-in propositional solver to run under assumptions. The
changes to the model checker itself are limited to keeping
track of the propositional variables of interest, and handing
over to the solver the assumptions about them. We recall that
the propositional encoding produced by the model checker
is completely independent from the assumptions.
Changes to the Propositional Solver. To fulfil the required
assumptions, we override the variable selection heuristics
of the solver at the beginning of its execution and force specific polarities for a set of given literals (see Sect. 2.4). More
specifically, similarly to SAT solving under assumptions [21],
within the solver we first convert all the assumptions into
unit clauses, then force a propagation step (i.e., unit clause
propagation and pure literal elimination, see Sect. 2.4). We
also freeze all the assigned literals corresponding to the assumptions, to prevent the solver from backtracking to their
decision level and flip their values.
It is worth to emphasise the effect of the assumptions both
on the search space and on the propositional formula, due
to the specific structure of the sequentialized program. In
particular, since the propositional variables selected for the
assumptions correspond to non-deterministic choices in the
sequentialized program, the solver has to consider all their
possible values in the worst case. At a propositional level,
the search space reduces exponentially with the number of
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procedure runtimes, as any of the potentially very many
subsequent steps of the solver is going to be performed on a
smaller formula.
After the initialisation procedure, the solver carries on
standardly. The assumptions are retained across possible
restarts of the decision procedure.
Illustrative example. Figure 6 reports a graphical comparison of the behaviour of the propositional solver with and
without parallelisation. Following the procedures described
in Section 2.2 (but replacing the scheduler with the contextbounded variant from Figure 5) and Section 2.3, a ϕ-formula
of 3745 variables and 8874 clauses is generated from program
Fibonacci (Fig. 3) using an unwinding and context bound of
2 and 6, respectively.
The program contains a reachable assertion failure within
these bounds, therefore ϕ is satisfiable. The two graphs follow
the same structure as in Figure 4, described in Section 2.4 (for
simplicity, backjumping edges are not drawn). The large graph
on the left reproduces the execution of the solver on ϕ, without
parallelisation. The small graph on the right represents instead
the behaviour of the fastest solver that finds a satisfiable assignment for one of the sub-formulae (sf) of ϕ, say ϕ i , when
parallelising the analysis over 16 cores.
In the first case, the execution takes 268 decision steps with
a maximal choice depth of 57 and 78 backjumps. In the second
case, the decisions steps are 89 with a maximal depth of 28 and
26 backjumps. The performance difference is not appreciable
in this simple example, as the solver can find a satisfiable
assignment in the order of 0.01s for both ϕ and ϕ i . Later in the
paper, however, we shall see that on large formulae obtained
from complex multi-threaded programs the performance gain
can indeed be quite noticeable.
3.4

Figure 6. Propositional decision graphs with parallelisation
(right) and without (left)

assumptions. Correspondingly, at the level of the program,
every assumption will exclude half of the feasible execution
traces.
In addition, the propagation step triggered right after appending the unit clauses to ϕ can have the effect of extensively pruning each ϕ i . Intuitively, the elements of tid have a
potentially great influence on the rest of the program (Fig. 3);
similarly, the choice of specific polarities for the propositional variables that represent them will have a big impact
on the whole ϕ i . In practice, the solvers will start their search
on more compact but equisatisfiable versions of the different
ϕ i . This can have a positive effect on the overall decision

Prototype Implementation

We built a parallel prototype verifier upon the existing lazy
sequentialization toolchain that is composed of CSeq [27],
the C bounded model-checker CBMC [16] that CSeq relies
upon for the analysis of the sequentialized program, and
finally the MiniSat propositional solver [20] that CBMC
uses as the decision procedure.
More concretely, in CSeq we replaced the scheduler of
the default lazy sequentialization schema with the contextbounded version of Figure 5, and modified the feeder module
to spawn different instances of CBMC with different assumptions on the selected set of propositional variables. To limit
the overall engineering effort, CSeq invokes CBMC a first
time only to generate the propositional formula along with
a map from the variables of the program to variables in the
propositional formula, so to create the required assumptions
for partitioning. It then spawns different instances of CBMC,
each performing the actual analysis under a different set
of assumptions. Our implementation is based on CSeq 1.5,
CBMC 5.4, and MiniSat 2.2.1 with simplifier.
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Our prototype tool can, for example, spread the analysis
over 8 computational cores by automatically picking three
propositional variables and spawning a separate backend
process for each of the 8 possible variable assignments. As
soon as one of these verification sub-processes finds a feasible error trace, this is given as output and all other threads are
terminated. In case a sub-process instead terminates without
finding an error, the others keep going. When even the last
sub-process terminates without finding errors, the program
is reported to be verified safe within the given bounds.
User interface. For parallel analysis, the user provides the
program filename, the unwind bound, the context bound (i.e.,
the number of context-switches minus one), and the number
of cores or partitions (as a power of two not exceeding two to
the number of execution contexts). For distributed analysis,
the user additionally indicates the subset of partitions to
analyse on each machine.
The following example command launches parallel analysis over 8 cores on a single machine:
./cseq.py -l lazy_cba_parallel
-i bounded_buffer_unsafe.c
--unwind 2 --contexts 5
--cores 8

The following two commands can be run separately on different 4-cores machines to distribute the analysis over them:
./cseq.py -l lazy_cba_parallel
-i bounded_buffer_unsafe.c
--unwind 2 --contexts 5
--cores 8
--from 0 --to 3
./cseq.py -l lazy_cba_parallel
-i bounded_buffer_unsafe.c
--unwind 2 --contexts 5
--cores 8
--from 4 --to 7

Please note that our prototype does not currently implement
the termination of processes across different machines.
A self-contained package for experimenting with our tool
is available at https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.3594054.

4

Experimental Results

In this section, we present an experimental evaluation of our
parallelisation technique on a selection of complex multithreaded C programs. For all the experiments we used a
dedicated machine equipped with 128GB of physical memory
and a dual Xeon E5-2687W 8-core CPU clocked at 3.10GHz
with hyper-threading disabled, running 64-bit GNU/Linux
with kernel 4.9.95.
Benchmarks. Our selection of benchmarks consists of the
four programs listed in Table 1.
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Table 1. Main features of the considered programs and experimental results from SV-COMP 2019
Program

Lines

Threads

Error

Res. Limit

Correct

Boundedbuffer
Eliminationstack
Safestack
Workstealingqueue

368
331
172
262

5
8
4
4

13
9
9
8

1
6
7
2

2
1
0
6

Boundedbuffer [36] implements a shared buffer concurrently accessed by multiple processes using locks and conditional variables. It takes at least two unfoldings and five
context switches for the error to show up, thus already exceeding existing estimates according to which the number
of context switches typically needed for real-world bugs to
manifest themselves is at most three [51].
Eliminationstack [13, 25] implements the elimination
stack data structure proposed in [25] annotated with several assertions for verification purposes as described in [15].
This implementation is incorrect if memory is freed in pop
operations. The bug requires three push operations to be
concurrently executed with four pops.
Safestack [53] is a real-world benchmark implementing
a lock-free stack for weak memory models that contains a
subtle bug. This program was posted to the CHESS forum
by its author as a challenge for existing testing tools. On
our machine, the bug can be discovered in about 5 hours
by CSeq within an unwinding and round bound of 3 and 4,
respectively.
Workstealingqueue [14, 38–40, 43, 51] is a work-stealing
queue with lock-free data structures. It takes 4 unwindings
and 6 context switches to spot the error.
These programs are also part of the benchmarks for the
concurrency category of SV-COMP 20191 , in particular they
represent the concurrency/pthread-complex subcategory.
Table 1 summarises the experimental results of SV-COMP [8]
on these files, obtained by the 16 tools participating in the
concurrency category. Only two tools could produce a correct verification result for Boundedbuffer, one hit the resource limits and other 13 crashed or failed to produce any
answer. For Eliminationstack, only one tool produced a
correct result, six hit the resource limits, and nine did not
produce any answer. None of the participants could successfully analyse Safestack, with seven of them hitting
the resource limits and nine failing to produce any kind of
answer. Successful analysis of Workstealingqueue was instead obtained by six of the tools, with two of them hitting
the resource limits and eight crashing.
There are over one thousand programs in the concurrency category of SV-COMP 2019. Our experimental evaluation does not include further programs because many of the
1 https://sv-comp.sosy-lab.org/2019/results/results-verified/META_

ConcurrencySafety.table.html
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participating tools can already verify them efficiently, with
verification times in the order of a few seconds. It is worth
to notice that SV-COMP assumes sequential consistency.

time (s)

4.1 Scalability
We measured the performance of our prototype implementation on the selected programs over different bounds and
while varying the numbers of available cores to partition
the analysis. For all the experiments reported in this section
we set a maximum runtime of 100k seconds and a memory
usage limit of 64GB (which was never hit in any of our tests
anyway).
The experimental results are reported in Table 2. The table
contains four sections arranged vertically, a separate section
for each program. The columns left to right represent the
name of the program under analysis, the parameters for
bounded exploration (unwind and context bounds), whether
within the given bounds in the given program there is a
reachable bug (indicated by a dot), the size of the generated
propositional formulae (size of the DIMACS file, no. of variables and of clauses), the analysis times for the propositional
formula (wall clock time, in seconds) over 1, 2, 4 and 8 cores,
and finally the achieved speedups. Note the missing unwind
bound for Eliminationstack due to the absence of loops
in the program.
Our parallelisation technique turns out to be more effective on the two most complex programs, namely Eliminationstack and Safestack, and especially with larger
bounds, i.e., a context bound of 5, and an unwind bound 3 of
plus a context bound of 6 for the two programs, respectively
(values boldfaced in the table).
The performance gains are quite large for some of the most
complex configurations. For example, analysing 6 execution
contexts of Eliminationstack requires about 95k seconds
without parallelisation, but 25k seconds less with just one
more core. This is rather interesting, considering that the
partitioned sub-formulae only differ from the initial one in a
single propositional variable out of almost 10 million. This
nice scalability trend is consistently confirmed for the rest
of the tests on up to 8 cores for Eliminationstack as well
as on Safestack with 6 contexts, for instance.
We observe fluctuations in the speedup for some of the
most simple configurations, e.g., Boundedbuffer with unwinding 3 and 5 contexts, and Workstealingqueue with
unwinding 4 and 6 contexts. As suggested by the fact that different error traces are generated when changing the number
of cores, this is due to the partitioning interfering with the
heuristic decisions of the solvers. This is less likely to have
an impact on performance when analysing safe instances,
for which an exhaustive search is required.
Within the considered bounds and resource limits, our
technique fails to spot the bugs in Eliminationstack and
Safestack. Our tests time out on Eliminationstack for
7 contexts using up to 8 cores, and on Safestack with 8

100k

50k

u=3, c=5
u=3, c=6
u=3, c=7
u=3, c=8

25k
12.5k

4 8 16

32

64

128

cores

Figure 7. Distributed analysis of Safestack

contexts without parallelisation. From previous experiments,
we know that the version of Safestack under consideration
requires 4 round-robin executions, which correspond to 16
execution contexts. According to the error trace produced by
CSeq, the execution contexts can be further trimmed down
to 12. However, that is still out of reach for our current prototype implementation. Such inefficiency mostly stems from
the inherent slowness of sequential analysis, and in particular to the structure-unawareness of decision procedure. In
any case, our main goal is not parallel bug finding, but parallel analysis within the bounds. A more extensive analysis
of Safestack where we show that by adding extra computational units it is indeed possible to terminate the analysis
within the time limit is presented later in this section. Also
note that the analysis of Workstealingqueue is faster with
6 contexts than with 5. This is not surprising, as a first bug
is only exposed with a minimum of 6 contexts, while with 5
contexts the solver needs to perform an exhaustive search
in order to conclude that the formula is unsatisfiable.
To summarise, our prototype generally exhibits very good
and consistent performance gains both in the case of reachable and unreachable bugs within the given bounds, respectively feasible and infeasible propositional expressions, especially for the most complex instances and with large bounds.
Distribution. We performed further experiments to assess
the potential scalability of our approach when distributed
over large computing clusters. Motivated by the limited scalability of the analysis of Safestack within 5 execution contexts, and in contrast to the very good speedups with one
more context (see Table 2), we extended the analysis of the
program to 8 context switches.
We split the partitions into chunks of 8 each, and analysed
each chunk in separate runs by using 8 cores in parallel, so as
to simulate a 128-core computing cluster of 16 machines with
8 cores each. We set a timeout of 100k seconds for each run.
At the end of this procedure, having observed that still no
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Table 2. Scalability of our prototype implementation of symbolic interleaving partitioning with MiniSat
Params

Time (s )

Formula size

Program
u

c

Boundedbuffer

2
2
3
3

5
6
4
5

Eliminationstack

-

Safestack

Workstealingqueue

reach

file (GB)

var (M)

cl (M)

1

2

4

8

2

4

8

0.5
0.6
0.6
0.8

4.20
5.27
5.45
7.27

19.65
24.64
25.85
34.57

280
842
1063
1052

312
955
703
570

180
584
472
1214

140
352
397
706

0.90
0.88
1.51
1.85

1.56
1.44
2.25
0.87

2.00
2.39
2.68
1.49

4
5
6

0.6
0.8
1.1

5.77
7.70
9.63

24.28
32.53
40.79

407
7440
95518

360
5041
69826

291
2965
50601

293
2019
34278

1.13
1.48
1.37

1.40
2.51
1.89

1.39
3.68
2.79

3
3
3

4
5
6

0.4
0.6
0.7

3.97
5.31
6.65

16.80
22.60
28.41

685
2607
14988

547
1060
10088

482
964
6528

366
949
4374

1.25
2.46
1.49

1.42
2.70
2.30

1.87
2.75
3.43

4
4
4

4
5
6

1.6
2.1
2.5

13.83
17.44
21.06

62.16
78.41
94.69

1239
4545
1598

930
4361
1104

830
3391
1887

929
2637
499

1.33
1.04
1.45

1.49
1.34
0.85

1.33
1.72
3.20

●
●
●

●

feasible error trace could be found within the given unwind
and context bounds, we took the maximal amount of time
required for a run to terminate.
The experimental results are shown in Fig. 7. The data
points are missing for 7 contexts with one core and 8 contexts
with less than 64 cores, due to the analysis of some of the
chunks timing out. We observe the remarkable amount of
time spent for the analysis of 7 execution contexts using only
two cores (25h), which reduces to roughly half (13h) using
four cores (linear speedup between 2 and 4 cores).
The main insight here is that scalability improves noticeably when increasing the context bound, confirming the performance trend (i.e., greater speedups for larger bounds) already observed for Eliminationstack and Workstealingqueue (see Table 2) with smaller parameters.
4.2

Comparison with Parallel SAT solvers

For comparison, we used parallel SAT solvers to analyse
the propositional formulae produced by the bounded model
checker from the sequentialized programs.
We considered the two top-ranked solvers in the parallel
track of the two most recent editions of the SAT Competition
(SC 20172 and SC 20183 ) [1, 2].
Syrup [5] is a parallel version of Glucose with improved
learnt clause minimisation. Glucose is built on top of Minisat. Syrup ranked first in SC 2017. Plingeling [9] is a
parallel version of Lingeling that uses satisfaction driven
clause learning (SDCL), an extension of conflict-driven clause
learning (CDCL). Plingeling ranked second in both SC 2017
and SC 2018. We exclude from the comparison painlessmcomsps [24] a portfolio-style solver instantiated within the
PaInleSS framework that uses MapleCOMSPS as core sequential solver, in turn based on MiniSat. The tool ranked
first in SC 2018, but we could not execute it because of an
2 https://baldur.iti.kit.edu/sat-competition-2017/
3 http://sat2018.forsyte.tuwien.ac.at/

Speedup

compatibility issues with our 64-bit system. We have been
in contact with the authors and are still currently working
to find a workaround.
For this part of the experiments we used Syrup 4.1 and
Plingeling sc18, compiled from the source packages available at the SC 2018 online repository. We set a timeout of
20x the verification time achieved by our approach for the
same formula with the same number of cores (Table 2).
The results are reported in Tables 3 and 4. Similarly to
Table 2, columns Time and Speedup respectively report the
required time for satisfiability check of the formula (wall
clock time, in seconds), and the speedup over 1, 2, 4 and 8
cores. Column Performance Ratio measures the time taken
by the parallel solver under consideration over the time taken
by our approach (Table 2).
Despite some apparently large speedups in a few cases,
we observe that in all cases our approach is faster than both
Syrup and Plingeling, over 5x faster on about half of the
tests, and up to 20x faster on the most complex cases.

5

Related Work

Effective parallelisation of program analysis is challenging
and presents many interesting research directions at various
levels. The following list is by no means exhaustive.
In general, parallelisation of propositional solving has
been and still is the subject of extensive work, with several
open challenges [33]. Attempts have been made to parallelise
the analysis at the level of the decision procedure, where the
major hindrance is in the loss of structure [46, 47]. In the
attempt to shed some more light in that respect, we have included in our experimental evaluation a comparison between
our relatively simple but structure-aware partitioning and
more complex but general-purpose state-of-the-art parallel
solvers [5, 9].
Propositional solving under assumptions by representing them as unit clauses to be propagated, rather than just
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Table 3. Scalability and speedup of parallel solver Syrup vs. our approach
Time (s )

Params
Program
u

c

Boundedbuffer

2
2
3
3

5
6
4
5

Eliminationstack

-

Safestack

Workstealingqueue

reach

Speedup

Performance Ratio

1

2

4

8

2

4

8

1

2

4

8

1522
2004
3603
2363

1899
1484
1748
2716

529
813
1077
2599

461
826
802
1086

0.80
1.35
2.06
0.87

2.88
2.47
3.35
0.91

3.30
2.43
4.49
2.18

5.44
2.38
3.39
2.25

6.09
1.55
2.49
4.76

2.94
1.39
2.28
2.14

3.29
2.35
2.02
1.54

4
5

1642
31593

1170
19643

953
13539

647
7644

1.40
1.61

1.72
2.33

2.54
4.13

4.03
4.25

3.25
3.90

3.27
4.57

2.21
3.79

3
3
3

4
5
6

1464
12563
157660

1222
8754
124578

847
5677
86792

696
5593
59245

1.20
1.44
1.27

1.73
2.21
1.82

2.10
2.25
2.66

2.14
4.82
10.52

2.23
8.26
12.35

1.76
5.89
13.30

1.90
5.89
13.54

4
4
4

4
5
6

19636
>90900
20731

14350
75125
20105

9991
50358
18012

6986
30398
3680

1.37
n/a
1.03

1.97
n/a
1.15

2.81
n/a
5.63

15.85
>20.00
12.97

15.43
17.23
18.21

12.04
14.85
9.55

7.52
11.53
7.37

●
●
●

●

Table 4. Scalability and speedup of parallel solver Plingeling vs. our approach
Time (s )

Params
Program
u

c

2
2
3
3

5
6
4
5

Eliminationstack

-

Safestack

Workstealingqueue

Boundedbuffer

reach

Speedup

Performance Ratio

1

2

4

8

2

4

8

1

2

4

8

1884
3989
3119
10001

2337
2814
2492
7864

2145
1399
2085
2647

561
1371
1385
1933

0.81
1.42
1.25
1.27

0.88
2.85
1.50
3.78

3.36
2.91
2.25
5.17

6.73
4.74
2.93
9.51

7.49
2.95
3.54
13.80

11.92
2.40
4.42
2.18

4.01
3.89
3.49
2.74

4
5

1699
40739

1374
35187

1292
29476

1171
17711

1.24
1.16

1.32
1.38

1.45
2.30

4.17
5.48

3.82
6.98

4.44
9.94

4.00
8.77

3
3
3

4
5
6

1858
18008
>300000

998
17054
>201760

819
9182
>130560

537
5731
>87480

1.86
1.06
n/a

2.27
1.96
n/a

3.46
3.14
n/a

2.71
6.91
>20.00

1.82
16.09
>20.00

1.70
9.53
>20.00

1.47
6.04
>20.00

4
4
4

4
5
6

15717
>90900
29165

10844
>87220
>22080

8865
>67820
13103

7179
49617
13387

1.44
n/a
n/a

1.77
n/a
2.22

2.18
n/a
2.17

12.69
>20.00
18.25

11.66
>20.00
>20.00

10.68
>20.00
6.94

7.73
18.82
>20.00

●
●
●

●

first-chosen variables, was proposed in [41]. Integrating this
approach with efficient preprocessing techniques has been
shown to be effective for validating hardware designs [42].
Incremental SAT checking has been successfully integrated
in many contexts, e.g., theorem proving [12].
Cooperation among multiple solvers has been shown to
speed up the analysis [3, 54]. On the other hand, to avoid
performance bottlenecks, modern parallel solvers (including
those considered in our experimental evaluation) are particularly cautious about it [5]. Our approach is not exposed to
this problem as the solvers do not cooperate.
Several tailored decision heuristics for SAT-based bounded
model checking have been proposed, such as domain-specific
variable ordering [50], or dynamic ordering to give priority to variables involved in recent conflicts [20]. Other approaches, specific to parallel SAT solving for BMC, have
been considered in [32, 54]. An SMT-based parallel technique for bounded model checking sequential programs has
been proposed in [48]. It is based on symbolic execution,
and the partitioning is on the explicit execution paths of the
program under analysis.

Similarly to our technique, structure-aware variable selection heuristics to guide the analysis of the search space have
been adopted elsewhere. For instance, [31] combines random choices with heuristics that estimate the influence of a
variable on the whole formula, resulting in a non-systematic
search. We can rely on the specific structure of sequentialized programs, and thus our selection of variables can be
straightforward and at the same time yield an effective partitioning of the search space. Adapting our own heuristics
or others such as [31] to work in the general case would be
very interesting, but is still an open question.
Like ours, other techniques use controlled schedules to
steer the search too. Known approaches include stress-testing
with probabilistic coverage guarantees via randomised priority-based scheduling [14, 43], and schedule sampling via lazy
sequentialization [45]. Both [43] and [45] can perform parallel bug finding. In general, random scans of the search
space can give some chance to spot bugs where more systematic analyses (including the one presented in this paper)
may struggle, especially on programs where many different
execution traces lead to a bug. In contrast, our technique
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provides an effective partitioning of the search space either
with or without reachable bugs, and full coverage up to the
bounds. The two lines of research should therefore be considered orthogonal. Further empirical studies on controlled
schedules have been considered in [51].
The lazy sequentialization schema [28] that we have amended in this paper can be seamlessly extended to weaker consistency models (such as those commonly adopted by modern commercial hardware) through an additional memorymanagement layer that in the sequentialized program simulates the possible reordering of memory operations [52].
This technique is modular with respect to our parallelisation
approach, because it does not affect the overall structure
of the sequentialized program, and in particular the scheduler. In general, support for weak memory models can be
implemented at a preprocessing level by reducing program
analysis under weak consistency to analysis under sequential
consistency [4].

6

Conclusion and Future Work

We have experimented with partitioning, and then exploring
in parallel, the set of possible traces of a concurrent program.
To the best of our knowledge, ours is the first approach to
concurrent (and possibly distributed) bounded model checking of multi-threaded programs. On complex programs, our
prototype has shown very good speedups and scalability
both in the case of reachable and unreachable error conditions. Our structure-aware technique is based on a relatively
simple but effective partitioning of the search space and
is more convenient than general-purpose state-of-the-art
parallel solvers.
We plan to evaluate our technique on large computing
clusters, and to experiment with more sophisticated program
transformations and different assumption strategies for partitioning the analysis. An interesting variation to our approach
would be dynamic assignment of sub-partitions of the execution traces to the cores as they become again available.
An experimental comparison between our static partitioning
approach and dynamic variants could yield some insights in
the direction of cooperative parallelisation.
As for performance, it would be interesting to examine
more in detail the runtime gaps of the solvers on the different
sub-formulae and the speedup fluctuations while varying the
number of cores, as well as the impact of different variable
selection heuristics on load balancing. Performance models
and probabilistic heuristics to relate the effect of splitting
choices on the data or control flow of the program, and
enhanced visualisation techniques for the behaviour of the
solver could be of great help in that respect.
Symbolic partial order reduction has already been applied
to round-bounded lazy sequentialization with positive results [26]. Our context-bounded analysis might benefit from
partial order reduction even further, as in the round-bounded
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scheduler the threads are always executed in a fixed order,
thus the chances of reducing the search space are considerably less. We also plan to experiment with static and dynamic
partial order reduction [23, 35] directly at the level of the
decision procedure.
It would be very interesting to generalise our methodology to other classes of complex programs, not necessarily
concurrent ones, with adequate program transformations
to lift the relevant structure and appropriate assumptions
on it, or even general selection heuristics for the splitting
variables. The latter would be quite valuable to improve the
performance of sequential analysis too.
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